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from

Editorial Desk

Wow time certainly files! It seems like it was
only yesterday that we here at Techie World
were purring with satisfaction at a job well
done following the release of the first edition
of SoCT’s new newsletter, yet here we are
primed with the follow up.
Never ones to rest on our laurels, we have
been busy over the past month or so
metaphorically scouring every corner of the
School so as to bring you the latest news and
updates.

Oh, as well as pestering our

colleagues for articles and insights into
current (and future) technology issues. We

would thus like to wholeheartedly extend the
warmest, sincerest thank you to those who
took time out from their (very) busy
schedules to share their research and insight.
To paraphrase Abraham Lincoln, what you will
find within these pages is a newsletter of the
(SoCT) people, by the (SoCT) people, for the
(SoCT) people!! Happy reading and please
feel free to drop us message with your
thoughts as to how we can make this a better
(and more interesting) publication.
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Awarded by :

Techie World is delighted to announce that APU has been awarded the status of
Premier Digital Tech University by Ministry of Higher Education (MoHE) and Malaysia
Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC). MDEC’s initiative is aimed at recognising and
raising awareness amongst the public and industry of the selected IHLs, as well as
establishing a benchmark for other educational institutions which aspire to become the
preferred talent supplier for the digital tech industry. In total only 8 IHLs carry this
prestigious distinction thus a lot of credit must be given to School of Computing and
Technology (SoCT) for its leading role in application process. Selected students from
these IHLs will be offered the opportunity to join the #mydigitalmaker Undergraduate
program, which offers training, internship and career placement and other benefits for
students.
4
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We Attained Asia Pacific Regional Award from CompTIA!
The School of Computing and Technology along with the Forensics and Security Research Centre
(FSEC), recently organized the CompTIA Partner Summit Awards, in which Datuk Parmjit Singh,
CEO of APIIT Education Group on behalf of APU, received the “Rising Star Award – Academy
Sector in Asia Pacific Region” from the President and CEO of CompTIA, Mr Todd Thibodeaux. It
was a remarkable milestone and a very proud moment for the FSEC team.

Mr Todd shared his experience of cyber security and digital forensics through a talk entitled
“The Global Trends in IT industry”, which was followed by John McGlinchey, the Vice President
of CompTIA, who presented the CompTIA certification roadmap and its value in the industry.
As part of the award ceremony, CompTIA Project+ certified APU students received their
certificates directly from Mr Todd. A token of appreciation was awarded to Nehru Nagappan,
Dr Meisam and Dr Maryam for their contributions to the training conducted for the certification
programmes, student competitions and industry links in the project management, forensics and
cyber security areas. APU has now entered into an initial agreement to launch its first official
CompTIA student branch. We look forward to hearing more success stories in the upcoming
academic year!
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NEWS

Industry Visit: Aims Data Center Malaysia
Whilst we at Techie’s World only partly subscribe to Einstein’s adage that “The only source of
knowledge is experience”, there is no denying that real world exposure provides essential
ballast for the knowledge disseminated in class. We are thus confident that Einstein would have
given a nod of approval in our direction at the recent industrial visit the AIMS Data Center
Malaysia, during which students of the Network Computing and Cloud Computing Programmes
gained valuable exposure to Data Centre Infrastructure. Organised by the Networking and
Security cluster within SoCT, the visit enabled students to contextualise and enhance their
understanding of the design and components of a data centre.

During the visit, technical officers from AIMS Data Center conducted a briefing as well as a tour
to the AIMS Data Center, in which our students learnt how to build an environmentally friendly
Green Data Center. An equally important facet of the visit was the opportunity afforded to
students to pick the brains of experts, particularly concerning concepts of uninterruptible
power supplies (UPS), cooling, cabling and physical security of AIMS Data Center. Judging by
the students’ feedback, the trip was very useful in terms of knowledge enhancement and reallife industry exposures... Albert this one was for you!
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Attacks on Smart Card Readers with
Biometric Functionalities Training

The School’s Forensic and Security (FSec) Research Centre continues to break new
ground, this time acting as a conduit for Cyber Security Malaysia (CSM). SoCT’s Dr.
Maryam Shahpasand, Mr. Mohamed Shabbir Hamza and Mr. Umapathy Eaganatha
provided Intensive three day training entitled Attacks on Smart Card Readers With
Biometric Functionalities so as to help raise awareness of the security implications of
smart cards upon the public, corporate, and government sectors. Many smart card
systems are susceptible to attack hence the need for smart card security. Smart cards are
vulnerable to intelligent hackers, a number of whom have developed a variety of
techniques for observing and blocking their operations, so as to gain access to
information and funds.

7
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NEWS

Talk on "Recent Security Challenges" by KPMG
On 5th October 2017, Centre for Forensics and
Cyber Security (FSEC), organized a talk by Mr Amir
Roknifard, KPMG, Assistant Manager - Information
Protection and Management Consulting specializing
in Vulnerability Assessment. The team shared their
insights and techniques about the recent security
challenges across the world as well as explained
the KPMG Cyber Security Challenge which has an
added twist this year, as it is going to run both in
Thailand and Malaysia, with the top 3 teams from
each country coming against each other for the
_____
finals. They have also introduced a new category this year – the Cyber Innovation Challenge.

F-Secure Trophy back to APU!

APU was once again the champion for the 2nd
consecutive year with the team “Hashcow”,
comprising Mr Yogeswaran (lecturer), Alexander,
Amir and Choong Chih Xien, winning us back the
F-Secure trophy. The Intervarsity Cyber Security
Competition is the product of a long-standing
collaboration between F-Secure, the Malaysia
Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC) and various
Malaysian public and private universities. The
_____
competition
tests the cyber security skills and knowledge of the participants in reverse
engineering, steganography, cryptography, programming, network analysis, infrastructure
hacking, web application security, and digital forensics.

Boot camp for ISACA CSX FUNDAMENTAL CERTIFICATION

8
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By being conferred the status of a Premier Digital Tech
IHL by MDEC (Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation),
there are several new and promising opportunities
that are now available for APU students. One such
opportunity given to Malaysian students from APU was
to attend the ISACA boot camp, which was organized
on 7th and 8th October 2017, to prepare them for the
ISACA CSX certification exam in Dec 2017. Students
from School of Technology (SoT) got to attend the CSX
Cyber Security Fundamentals Program which was
organized and funded by MDEC.
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The Third Summit of Sciences & Technology
Development in Islamic Countries

FSec collaborated on innovation section in THE THIRD SUMMIT OF SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT IN ISLAMIC COUNTRIES. The conference conducted by Islamic countries on 18-21
September 2017 in Kuala Lumpur-Malaysia at PWTC conference hall.
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NEWS

QR IT Seek - Have fun while competing!

The School of Computing and Technology’s QR IT SEEK returned for 2017, beefed up to
befit its inaugural occurrence in the new campus. The new, larger setting increased the
challenged faced by the 200 students from certificate, diploma, foundation and degree
programmes battling it out for a place on the winner’s podium. Whilst a fun activity for
all involved, the event provided students with the opportunity to hone their teamwork,
time management, communication and problem-solving skills, as they scoured the
campus in the search for hidden QR Codes. Cheng Rubin and Lim Kai Shen from degree
level 1 emerged as overall victors, with level 2 students Lee Joe Tick and Chan-Hui
Cheng, and Christie Natashia Archie and Bernice Tjonadi taking the first and second
runners’ up spots respectively. A heartfelt congratulations is extended to all those who
participated and especially to the dedicated team from SoCT who organised the event.

10
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APU Signs MoA to Promote the Learning and the
Adoption of Industry 4.0 Related Technologies
In October 2017, APU signed a Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) with CASUGOL, a Singapore based
international certification body, to officially kick-start
an inspiring partnership to provide academicians,
educators, researchers, and students with the
opportunity to receive professional training and get
certified in emerging technologies such as Internet of
Things (IoT), Machine Learning, Big Data and Cloud
Computing.
As part of this partnership agreement, CASUGOL will serve as a principal and body of knowledge
to transfer knowledge and technical know-how on Industry 4.0 related technologies to lecturers,
researchers and students at APU and jointly organise courses, workshops, events with APU to
encourage and promote the learning and adoption of industry 4.0 related technologies. This
agreement also authorizes APU to incorporate and deliver CASUGOL Official Courseware within
its academic curriculum.
This partnership is in line with the Malaysian Government’s drive to adopt Industry 4.0 which
generally incorporates advanced sensors, machine-to-machine communication links, 3-D printing,
robotics, artificial intelligence, big data analytics and cloud computing technology.
We look forward to seeing the positive results of this meaningful synergy!

FAVORIOT and APU Signs MoA to Build Next Generation-IoT
The purpose of this Memorandum of Agreement is to
set to:

This news has been posted on 1 Nov 2017
in “IOTWORLD.CO” as follows:
https://iotworld.co/2017/11/01/favoriotand-apu-signs-memorandum-ofagreement-moa-to-build-nextgeneration-iot
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 building industry capable talent for IoT industry
 supporting the collaborative research in industry
relevance areas
 exploring research funds for R&D in the identified
areas
 Specifically, both parties will cooperate to develop
 APU
curriculum
development
–
introduce
FAVORIOT’S IoT platform to APU’s IoT specialism
students as a tool to demonstrate the usage of IoT.
 FAVORIOT’s IoT solutions – APU student community
can be the testing ground for any FAVORIOT’s IoT
solutions.
 APU can support in providing internship students to
FAVORIOT if required and jointly work on providing
industry related final year projects for APU students.
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NEWS

APU Collaborate with Semtech Corporation
in the Research of LoRa Technology
Asia Pacific University of Technology &
Innovation (APU) and Semtech Corporation
are partnering in the research of LoRa
technology. The collaboration announcement
ceremony was held earlier at APU, where the
gift was presented and exchanged by Prof.
Dr. Ir. Vinesh Thiruchelvam, Dean Faculty of
Computing, Engineering and Technology of
APU and Mr. Kenny Pai, Sales Vice President
(Asia)
of
Semtech
Corporation.
_____________

APU Takes Pride in Hosting the ASEAN Data Science
Explorers- National Finals in Malaysia 2017

Center for Research & Development of IoT
(CREDIT) had hosted the ASEAN Data Science
Explorers- National Finals in Malaysia 2017, on
31st October 2017 at the APU Campus.
The ASEAN Data Science Explorers competition
is a data analytics competition to aims to
enhance awareness and appreciation of the
ASEAN community amongst ASEAN youths. With
the theme “Today’s Youth for Tomorrow’s
World”, the competition will allow all ASEAN
youths to play a key role in tackling today’s
_____
social issues facing the region and help create positive change for a better future.
Using the SAP’s Analytical tool, the teams participated had worked over the past few months to
deliver date-driven insights across six United Nation Sustainable Development Goals.

12

APU Participation at NICE Expo
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National Innovation and Creative Economy (NICE 2017)
expo is organized by Ministry of Science, Technology and
Innovation (MOSTI). The expo takes place at Technology
Park Malaysia (TPM) and this is the largest expo
showcasing the output of science, technology and
innovation in the country. There are 219 exhibitors in
the event comprises of various government agencies,
ministries and private companies. Meanwhile, a series of
talks and forums are organized discuss the latest trend
on the current technology. APU has supported the event
by sponsoring the auditorium for technical talks.
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Not all cafes have been created equally and in fact some cafes are better for you than others. The
Programming Cafe certainly fits this description and whilst it will most certainly serve up some Java
(beans) in future, right now the focus has very much been the C programming language. Organised
by SoCT computing lecturers, The Programming Cafe has a single remit: to provide a platform for
the students to ask, learn and understand more about the programming languages.
Sessions are arrange every one to two weeks, with each session devoted to one specific
programming language. Thus far the locus of activity has been around C, with one to two lecturers
stationed in the room ready to assist any students who drop by.
More details about the sessions can be found on the Programming Cafe’s Facebook page, so stay
tuned for future sessions!

Student’s Feedbacks
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NEWS

APU Data Science Week 2017
APU Data Science Week 2017, an annual event organized by Asia Pacific Centre of Analytics
(APCA) has been held on 30th September - 7th October 2017. The event was declared as
Satellite Event of Big Data Week Asia 2017 (http://bigdataweekasia.my) and supported by
Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC).

The aim of APU Data Science Week is to create awareness to entire university on the
engagement of data analytics and trends in current world. In conjunction of this event, various
activities were held including Industrial Talks by Teradata Malaysia, Petronas and Chain Spirit
and Research Presentations. There’s also sharing sessions and hands on workshops that focuses
on new tools such as Apache Hadoop and D3.
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Improving Marathon Event Operational Efficiency
with Big Data and Analytics

Figure 1: Overview of the major process in improving marathon event operational efficiency
with big data and analytics.

Ever since Greek soldier Pheidippides ran the fabled distance between the town of Marathon
and Athens, the marathon has come to represent the pinnacle event for professional distance
runners and running enthusiasts alike. Whilst completing 24 ~ 26 mile run ultimately cost
Pheidippides his life (historians disagree as to the exact distance), modern runners are far
better equipped and prepared to go the distance. Unfortunately, the same does not apply to
marathon organisers, for whom the growing popularity of the event is creating major
organisational problems. The event’s popularity is illustrated by the exponential growth in the
numbers of people participating in marathon events across the world, the figure increasing from
25,000 to 19 million in less than 40 years. Whilst this upsurge brings with it financial
opportunities, there are a number of challenges in organising a successful marathon event,
including recruiting and retaining sponsors (hey, some one has to pay for it!!), and ensuring a
well coordinated and safe event. The latter issue in particular is of paramount importance so as
to ensure a positive experience for the runners.
This is where big data rides to the rescue (or should that be runs to the rescue?).
Data
analytics has the potential to assist marathon organizers in determining ways to make marathon
operations more efficient and effective through improvements to asset efficiency and
streamlining global operations. Contiguous to this, organisers are better empowered to address
runner satisfaction, all through the magic of dig data analytics.
Within the context of organising a marathon, several data mining methodologies can be called
upon to improve the operational efficiency of an event, such as the Cross Industry Standard
Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM), Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, Assess (SEMMA), and
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD). Piggy-backing on these methodologies are a number
of studies into marathon running, the purposes of which are to predict runner performance and
which can be utilised by organisations in the planning of their events. One such study is the
Comrade Marathon Medal Prediction system.
15
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Figure 2: Comrade Marathon Medal Prediction

In this study the researcher sought to determine the likelihood of a runner successfully
obtaining a medal in a competitive race by on their running time over several distances.
Through the building of a decision tree , the analysis reveals that performance over a distance
of 56km is the key determinant in predicting runner’s medal class.
The Pace Prediction Chart has been devised by Gerry Purdy, as part of his investigation into
computer assisted run training programs. Once again, the primary purpose of this system is to
help predict a runner’s time based on performance over other distances. For its creator the
system enables runners to determine time benchmarks which they subsequently aim to beat
however for organisers such data allows for better coordination and planning, such as being
able to plan when, where and for how long to deploy race volunteers.
Beyond the world of marathon running, the
significance of big data to organisations is revealed
by a study conducted by Gantc and Reinsel. The
researchers determined that 63% (of their
respondents) affirm that big data and analytics
solutions are creating competitive advantage for
their
organizations,
predicated
upon
the
abundance of data being generated today. Big data
analytics thus helps organisations to make the
most of perhaps their most important asset. Their
data!
Wow, big data analytics really is magic! – If Harry
Potter were alive, or for the matter real, he would
be a Data Scientist. Now where’s my wand…..
EXPECTO PATROOONUM…..BER CRUNCHING AND
PROGRAMMING IN R!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Figure 3: Half Marathon Pace Prediction
Chart (SmartPacing.com)
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Gateway to Industry – Project Driven Collaborations
Partnerships between universities and businesses are nothing new, but these partnerships have
become especially relevant in the face of an integrated development strategy and global
competition. In recent years, there has been a resurgence of partnering between academic
institutions and private industry that is poised to address many of the modern world challenges
relating to advancing research, innovation and rapidly evolving technological landscape. In the
spirit of collaboration, APU has embraced a number of partnerships with various segments of
industries to engage its final year students on industrial projects.

MIMOS Wireless Innovation Lab
Collaborations between APU and its industrial partners are yielding benefits for our budding
researchers and developers. In this instance two FYP students were able to complete a proof of
concept for their Indoor location based mobile attendance system using MIMOS’ indoor
Location Platform (Mi-ILP). The platform provided a sound test bed for the system, yielding
relatively accurate results pertaining to:





Positioning – where GPS signal is not available
Minimum Deployment Cost – leverage on existing standard WiFi infrastructure
Mass Market – Smart Phone/tablet based solution, ready devices
Cloud-based Services – Sticky services over mobile broadband

Refer to Smart Location Video URL: https://youtu.be/NYzzjvKpoBs
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mSIHAT
mSIHAT is the successful result of the collaboration between APU and LoveOnWheels, the
National programme which aims to provide senior citizens with access to nursing and
rehabilitation services directly in the comfort of their own home.
The mobile application serves as part of an care ecosystem predicated on mobile services to
address the needs of Malaysia’s elderly population, and was developed by a team of APU
students.
In addition to receiving praise in Malaysia’s National Transformation Programme, mSIHAT has
received endorsement from both the ICT and the Medical fraternity. The hard work of SoCT
students and their academic mentor has also been recognised further afield, as demonstrated
by the team’s performance in two competitions:
 Finalist for MSC Malaysia APICTA 2017 Award (Asia Pacific)
 Finalist for Commonwealth Digital Health Awards
Both APU & LoveOnWheels plan to further cultivate this collaboration through engaging more
resources for its future expansion plans.

mSIHAT –
Patient’s App

mSIHAT –
Health Practitioner’s App

18
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Social Media Security Issues
Over a relatively short space of time social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and YouTube, to name but a few, have pervaded both the public and private spheres
of society. Public institutions, corporate organisations and individuals alike are fully immersed
in the social media phenomenon, yet beneath this culture of sharing lurks an ever present
danger. One which threatens our privacy and security.

The increasing number of social network apps brings with it an increasing number of security
risks and concerns, such as phishing, identity theft, scamming, cyber bullying, etc. In part the
threat of these risks is increased due to the lack of security awareness amongst users which
manifests in the form of inappropriate security measures. This in turn increases the
vulnerability of data uploaded, stored and shared via social media raises the spectre of misuse
by unauthorised parties.
Cyber criminals have a particular penchant for phishing, as it relatively easy to trick someone
into a clicking a malicious link contained within a seemingly legitimate email. To make phishing
messages look legit, the attacker will try to make it appear as a genuine email from a wellknown company, includes its logo and other information borrowed directly from the original
organisation.

Aside from phishing other forms of misdirection commonly encountered by users is clickbait.
Whilst not necessarily malicious in the same way as phishing, clickbait nevertheless misleads
users into clicking on a link which is misrepresented as something else so as to increase traffic
to the perpetrator's website.

19
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Far more serious is the issue of profile cloning. As the name suggests, this form of attack
involves the creation of a cloned profile through the covert solicitation of the target’s personal
information. The attacker will clone the profile and make it look exactly like the targeted
individual, with some attackers going as far as to then trick the victim’s friends into lending
money, or executing another scam.
The sale of fake product sales is another commonly perpetuated scam. The attacker will
advertise on a social network site such as Facebook or Twitter, offering a substantive discount
to attract a victim. When the user makes a purchase through the site, the perpetrator will get
access to important information such as credit card details etc. Moving on, click jacking is an
attack commonly perpetrated on Facebook whereby the perpetrator posts videos to the victim,
which when clicked result in some malicious actions being performed.

The neighbourhood attack is the term given the attacked carried out by an individual who is
aware of the victim’s friends and social circle. The attacker uses this knowledge a form a
relationship with the attacker, often posing as a shared acquaintance or friend of a friend so as
to then execute his or her scam. In content-based Image retrieval, the attacker will try to
obtain the location of the victim by matching the patterns of the images associated with the
profile picture, so as to discern where the victims are located.
In the conclusion, the only solution to social network privacy and security issues is to have an
awareness of the tricks used by perpetrators and the ways we can get fooled. With this
knowledge, we can increase our vigilance whilst using social media. Do not post anything on
the Internet which you do not want a stranger to see, as the Internet is a public place! Be
careful when making friends online with people you do not know in the real world, as it is hard
to verify whether a person is exactly who they s/he says they are. Keep your computer antivirus up-to-date, be very skeptical of heavily discounted or free things advertised online and
always remember there is no such thing as a free lunch in the world, especially on the Internet.

20
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Competition Summary
Trying to keep track of the various competitions in which SoCT students have participated
is exhaustive business, nevertheless you can rely on your trusty Techie World editors to
aggregate and summarise some of the events that have taken place of the past few
months.
APU 3M Avant-Garde Competition

Category A:
1st Place: July Hartono
2nd Place: Kho Zhi Yuen
3rd Place: Muhammad Shahryar Khan

The second iteration of the 3M Avant Garde
Competition (facebook.com/APU3MCompetition) on
3 rd July 2017 introduced a dual category format,
the purpose of which is to serve as a platform to
train students in the art of 3 minute pitching.
Below are the details of the respective category
winners. Look how for the next competition
which will be help on the 24th of January 2018.
____
Category B:
1st Place: Tan Sen Sheng
2nd Place: MD Fazlul Karim
3rd Place: Mohammad Najmi

July 2017 - The Great Lab (TGL) Summer Workshop
Elsewhere SoCT won 1st price at the Great Lab (TGL) Summer Workshop.
2017 The Great Lab (TGL) Summer Workshop. 49 APU students registered for this
competition, out of which 10 were selected for the event. Held in Penang over 4 days, in
total 107 students from a range of public and private universities jockied for supremacy,
with Diploma student Summer emerging as the overall winner of Track 2. Congratulations
to both Summer and her mentor Ms Vinothini Kasinathan!

21
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Competition Summary

Enterprise Resource Management Challenge (ERMC)
19th August 2017 marked a bittersweet day for us representing our school ERMC held by
MonsoonSIM Academy and APU. Future Software Engineers Chen Yoon Sean, Voon Yong Song,
Marshella Hopman, Sonia Siow Yi Ai and Tai Zan Sen formed a team known as, "GLHF" and
participated in a heartfelt battle against the seasoned ERMC players, UTAR Kampar, UiTM, MMU,
and UKM. Beginning from scratch, the team practiced over and over - failing several times - but
managing to do better, nearing the day of the event.

39th Science and Engineering Design Exhibition and Competition (SEDEX 39)
SEDEX 39 is an event organized by Universiti Teknologi Petronas that emphasises on promoting
education, technology and innovation among Institutes of Higher Learning students. We brought
home the silver and bronzes medals that takes place on 9 – 10 August 2017.

22
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Competition Summary

AUG
2017

International University Carnival on E-Learning (IUCEL) 2017 @ Universiti Sains Islam Malaysia
We brought home the gold, silver and bronzes medals at the International University Carnival on ELearning (IUCEL) 2017. IUCEL is organised by USIM in collaboration with the Malaysian e-Learning Council
for Public Universities (MEIPTA), Malaysia Centre for e-Learning, and Ministry of Higher Education
Malaysia.

H-Inovasi 2017 @ Fakulti Pendidikan, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia
H-Inovasi 2017 highlights lecturers and students’ research and innovation with the aim of
consolidating teaching and learning as well as giving inspiration to all to continue with their creative
and innovative effort and seek solutions to problems or challenges faced in daily practice. Students
are mentored by Ms Vinothini Kasinathan, Ms Aida Zamnah Zainal Abidin and Mr Hasbullah Osman.
Best of the Best Award

Gold Medal Award

 My First Discovery: Earth and Space Science
AR Learning Book
Winnie Tan Jia Ci, Toh She Yee

 I (Tic Tack Toe)
Marshella Lourdes Hopman, Sonia Siow Yi Ai
 ChemiSTATION
Chen Chun Kit & Patmah Gobal Krishnan

23

 OtoMind : Simplification of Thoughts
Neekita Sewnundun, Marie Daniella Sheryl, Nur
Sarah Adha Adam
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Alumni
Sometimes its easy to lose sight of our end goal, what with the pressure of deadlines,
assignments and exams. We therefore tend to forget that university life is but a means to end,
and that end is a successful career in our chosen field. As a remainder of what can be achieved
with sound education Techie World caught up with two SoCT graduates to find out what they
learnt during their time at APU and what they have been up to since graduation.

Chan Kin Peng
Chan Kin Peng is the founding partner of Kasatria, the only Premium
partner for Google Analytics 360 in Malaysia. He leads a team that
deploys digital analytics & customer profiling platforms that leverage
behavioural streams to assess audience interest and propensity to
buy. The last decade has seen his team collaborate with industry
leaders in banking, telecommunications, entertainment, hospitality &
healthcare to enable data-driven decisions His current area of focus
revolves around data models that enable machine-to-machine
interaction & deep learning. As an APU graduate in Computing &
_______
Internet Technology, Kin Peng
has fond memories of his lecturers who demonstrated passion
and knowledge of their respective disciplines, advocating the importance of practice and
application as a means of cementing knowledge. As a mature student, Chan Kin Peng found the
balancing of a full time day job with his part time studies particularly challenging but in
hindsight feels the he gained immensely from the team working environment fostered in his
classes.

Jan Wong
Jan Wong, 30 is an online strategist, youth advocate and
an entrepreneur. He wields an impressive CV which lists
part time lecturer at the Asia Pacific University (APIIT /
APU), certified e-commerce consultant, multiple
business owner, and ministry of Calvary Church KL
amongst his many achievements. Jan is featured on the
Forbes 30 Under 30 Asia 2017 list, and is a nominee for
the Ernst & Young’s Entrepreneur of the Year award
2017. Having graduated in 2009 with BSc in Internet Technology (first class) and again in 2011
_____
with an MSc in Technology Management Jan has experience life APU as both an undergrad and
postgraduate. What Jan most remembers is the excitement of university life at APU, and
would recommend every student to experience university life to the fullest, by going beyond
the classroom and capitalising on clubs,
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